1

Across
1 Policeman gave
naughty client
ASBO but not I
(9)

2

3

4

5

9

6 It can be cured
using some
jojoba
conditioner (5)

6

12
13

14

15

16

17
18

19

20

10 Drink cider as
mixer (7)
23

20 Let's leave
obsolete, mad
music-maker (4)
23 Butcher requires
state care
possibly (8)
24 Sailor and an
artist back where
the flood
survivors landed
(6)
26 Shape on
seaman's atlas
,originally was
an 11 (7)
27 11 round Asian
wok, not solid

24
25

26

12 Russian
golfclubs are big
in California (8)

18 3 includes
publicity at pub,
that's wearing a
bit thin (10)

21

22

11 It may be
treasure in the
Caribbean but it's
burnt in Fife (6)

15 see 14 (10)

8

10

11

9 Ma obtains dish
not on Indian diet
(7)

14 & 15 Merry end
to a Wilde play
character (4)

7

28

(7)
28 In here, you are
naked with your
tormentor (5)
29 Strange animal,
tad like a dog (9)
Down
1 Loiter about after
a taxi or carriage
(9)
2 Secure
requirement to
have speed tests
limited initially
(7)
3 Gets some extra
insight into how
one coaches (6)

27

29

terrible TV show
(4,6)
6 Wordy book,
loses nothing in
description of
aerobics (8)
7 Wind on in
periodic
recurrence (7)
8 Enter rides, even
if it involves
anoraks (5)
13 Where box may
be kept to deal
with
measurement
(10)
16 Looks at one of 3
causing a
problem (9)

4 Man at the bar,
doesn't finish
cheese (4)

17 New home for
latin lover (8)

5 Resented, as

19 Keep calm (7)

21 After badly
inebriating ,gent
goes to the
Indian for one (7)
22 Some of what I
earn, I carefully
save, in case I get
a bruising (6)
23 Every other meal
Friday produced,
was for the gang
members (5)
25 Game where one
is seen to crawl
(4)

